THE SOCIETY OF ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALISTS IS AN ASSOCIATION OF MORE THAN 1,400 JOURNALISTS DEDICATED TO INCREASING AND IMPROVING ENVIRONMENTAL COVERAGE. SEJ’S MISSION IS TO STRENGTHEN THE QUALITY, REACH AND VIABILITY OF JOURNALISM ACROSS ALL MEDIA TO ADVANCE PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES.

WHY JOIN?

- **SEJ's Annual Conference:** Networking, workshops, tours, panel sessions and more
- **Awards Program:** $15,000+ awarded annually for the best environmental reporting
- **Grants:** Winners receive up to $5000 from the Fund for Environmental Journalism
- **Mentorship:** We pair veteran environmental reporters with newcomers to the beat
- **Regional Meet-ups:** Network with journalists and editors in your area
- **Insider Resources:** Receive professional tips, news and info from our community
- **Exclusive Discounts:** Products, subscriptions and software perfect for journalists

HOW DO I JOIN?

- **Visit www.sej.org/how-to-join-sej:** On this page, you'll find eligibility info and a link to apply for membership